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Why Family History is Important!
The Promise of Elijah
Millions across the world of all faiths
are actively engaged in genealogical
research — trying to find cherished
ancestors and binding their family
ties past and present.
Why are they doing it? Most would
probably say because it’s an amusing
hobby and they feel motivated by a
strong curiosity about their ancestors. We believe it’s because they’ve been touched by the spirit of this work. According to
the Old Testament, Elijah was to come back and prepare the way of the Lord. (In fact,
among the Jews he is still an invited guest at the Passover season, for whom a vacant seat is
reserved and the door is opened.) In the global sense, the Spirit of the Lord is the spirit of
love that may eventually overcome all human family estrangements as it builds bridges between the generations. It binds beloved grandparents, now deceased, with the grandchildren who never knew them by preserving and sharing their histories and keepsakes. A life
not documented is a life that within a generation or two will largely be lost to memory. And
yet, knowledge of our ancestors shapes us and instills us with values that give direction and
meaning to our lives. This is why family history is important.

Our Semi-Annual Tolman Family Meeting...see page 2
Look for new column… Family History 101...see page 6

“IN ALL OF US THERE IS A HUNGER, MARROW DEEP, TO KNOW OUR

HERITAGE...WITHOUT THIS ENRICHING KNOWLEDGE, THERE IS A
HOLLOW YEARNING NO MATTER WHAT OUR ATTAINMENTS IN LIFE.
Alex Haley

“
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Join us for our Semi-Annual Tolman Family Meeting:

When: Saturday, October 16, 2010
What: Genealogy Workshop at 11:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.
Family Meeting at 1:00
Where: Tolman Family Center
2937 South Orchard Dr. Bountiful, Utah

Come learn about the “new” Family Search program from Randy Sellers.
Randy started doing family history at age 11, and hasn’t stopped yet. He
has taught family history classes for over 30 years and has traveled to several European destinations in pursuit of family history. Currently Randy is
serving as Chairman of the Board of Community Bank, Lead Tax Partner in
an Accounting Firm, Owner of Multiple Businesses, and he sits on the
Board of Multiple Charities.
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Presidents Message
John O. Tolman

Dear Family,
In addition to saving the living, the main purpose of our Family
Organization is the work of redeeming our deceased ancestors. “For their
salvation is necessary and essential to our salvation, as Paul says concerning the fathers - that they without us cannot be made perfect - neither can
we without our dead be made perfect.” (D &C 128:15) And as the
Prophet Joseph Smith stated, “The greatest responsibility in this world
that God has laid upon us is to seek after our dead.” (TPJS, p. 356)
For over a year, Loraine and I have been attending the Family History Library nearly
every week to verify the information we have on our data base of numerous ancestors where no
documentation is given. We have been able to document as well as correct many of the dates of
births, marriages, and deaths with the resources now
available at the Library.
The “New Family Search” program developed by the Church is not presently set up to
take in our large database so we can verify whether or not the temple ordinances have been
done for many of these deceased ancestors. Therefore, we need many individual family members to help the Family Organization by taking a few family group sheets and inputting the information into “New Family Search” to see what ordinances need to be done.
At our semi-annual meeting on Saturday, October 16, 2010, Loraine will give instruction on the “New Family Search” program and demonstrate how you can input and verify on
your home computer what ordinances have not been completed. I know this will generate a
volume of names that need their temple work done. We have been able, in many cases where
just the parents are listed, to connect their children to them - anywhere from a few to as many as
a dozen children. We have also been able to document many of the children’s later marriages
and connect them with their children that we didn’t have before.
Now my dear cousins, the work of saving our dead is an individual responsibility that
the Lord has placed upon each one of us. Here is a great opportunity to be involved in this most
sacred work and the blessings that will follow. You can contact Loraine immediately for some
names to process or attend our semi-annual meeting to be instructed on the “New Family
Search” program. Many thanks to you who have assisted us in the past and we look forward to
seeing many of you at our semi-annual meeting. May the Lord’s richest blessings be with you
always!
With Love and Best Wishes,
John O. Tolman, President
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Genealogists Message
Loraine Tolman Pace

Loraine Tolman Pace
435 East 900 North, Logan, Utah 84321
(435) 753-6154
mailto:loraine@thimbles_4@msn.com

Dear Family,
I want to give you a brief update of the family history projects we are working on and then
share with you some research hints that may help you in your individual family history projects.
CURRENT PROJECTS: We are involved with three types of research right now. (1) The
traditional ancestor research, to extend our lines further back in time, is making slow progress because of the time periods we are in - early 1600s and late 1500s. Yet we remain optimistic that we will still find and verify more grandparents. (2) Documentation of our existing
records. About 350 persons are better documented each week through the concentrated efforts
of a few. It also helps us to more easily and accurately determine who to match and merge on
the new.familysearch program when our records are documented and have specific names,
dates, and places. (3) Descendancy research is moving more slowly. We need every family to
send in their current family group record and then keep us appraised of births, marriages, and
deaths in their branch of the family. “We must not lose track of the living while we are searching for the dead.” At my grandparent level family reunion in July, I added 95 of their descendants. Please help us get your records up-to-date. If you include addresses and emails we can
stay in touch.
PHOTOGRAPHS: I can’t stress enough the importance of identifying your photographs. Ever
so often someone sends me some great, old photographs to see if I can identify them. Without a
Urim and Thummin, I usually can’t. If they are ancestors, it is a great shame not to know. Be
sure to have your parents or grandparents identify their old photos while they are still here to do
so. Give them a hand and then get them scanned to a disk so everyone in your family has a
copy.
JOURNALS : The editing of the journals of Thomas Briggs (father-in- law to Jaren Tolman)
continues and may be available by the end of the year for Christmas giving. Be sure to check
with us. If anyone has other journals of Tolman ancestors we would welcome a copy.
BOOK DONATION: A reminder that the Verena B. Eyre Family donated a limited number of
copies of the 1953 edition of the Tolman-Mecham Book of Remembrance compiled by L.
Devon Mecham. (See order form.) This book features family groups of thousands of our cousins, plus many histories and pictures. They sold for $80 in 1953. We are selling them for $40.
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Genealogists Message cont.
SEMI ANNUAL MEETING WORKSHOP: The general meeting begins at 1:00. But those who
want to improve their research skills come early for genealogical instruction. I am going to share
with you what I know about the new familysearch. I think we will need more than the usual one
hour, so I plan to start at 11:00. Bring a lunch or snack, if you desire, and lets see what we can teach
one another. I will have some family group records available to run through the new familysearch,
should you desire to help in this area of clean- up and temple work.
SET ASIDE A TIME EACH WEEK TO DO SOMETHING IN FAMILY HISTORY:
1. Write a paragraph on you life.
2. Identify some photographs.
3. Visit grandparents, ask questions, take notes.
4. Make copies of what others have.
5. Update your family group record & send us a copy.
6. Survey family for data you need.
A FEW RESEARCH HINTS:
1. Don’t believe everything you see in print! Always consider the source and who is providing the
information. The information is only as good as the person providing or recording it. Some- times
the event is not recorded at the time it happened, but later when human memory is a factor. Sometimes a census taker took information from a child or a next door neighbor instead of the head of
household.
2. Use every source that is available to prove your pedigree! Otherwise, we can waste time follow
the ancestors of someone else. There are vital and church records, census, land, military, and immigration records. There are also published genealogies, occupation, bible records, etc.
3. Watch for name variations and nicknames! There are online sources where you can get lists.
Also, by using soundexing, you can get an idea of different spellings for the same surname. We
need to take into consideration that many people could not read or write in earlier centuries, there
was no standardization in spelling, and the official wrote it down how it sounded to them.
4. Access a map of the time period in which you are researching! The boundaries of countries,
states or counties and cities changed as the populations grew and political conflicts occurred. Be
sure you are consulting the right jurisdiction at the time of the event in an ancestor’s life.
5. Be sure to use a Research Log to keep track of what you are doing on each surname you search!
Record the source you search and what you found or did not find. If I am taking notes or copying
pages from a source, I always photo copy the title page and give it a “document number” so I can
easily find the record sources I have searched. Take time to write things out. Someone else may not
understand your abbreviations or short hand.
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Genealogists Message cont.
6. Many mistakes are made as we hand copy information! It is so easy to transpose dates or
spellings. Ask for a photo copy of a certificate or record when relying on others and be sure to
photo copy any information you gather. It is worth the few extra cents it will cost.
7. Just because someone is not interested in Family History or genealogical research does not
mean they do not have valuable family information or photos! Take time to “survey” all your
relatives. Have a list of questions to ask them and secure copies of photos, histories, certificates, and genealogical data. Our history is dying off every year. Survey oldest family members first.
8. Take good notes! As you find new information, go back and look over what you already
have recorded. When you leave a library, make a note of what you are going to do next time
you are there. We usually get more inspiration or ideas than we have time to search in one visit.
If we don’t make some careful notes to ourselves, as reminders, we will forget what we intended to do the next time we pick up that research project.
YOU WILL NEVER BE SORRY YOU STARTED TODAY!
WE LOVE HAVING YOU IN OUR FAMILY!!! Loraine Tolman Pace

FAMILY HISTORY 101...Some suggestions to help get you started:
1. Input all written or typed pedigrees into a genealogy computer program. (PAF or
other)
2. Write your own life history.
3. Gather information on family life histories through research and interviews.
4. Write these life histories and share them with family.
5. Label your pictures.
6. Create a scrapbook, photo album or book of remembrance.
7. Learn to create a media scrapbook on the computer.
8. Input life histories into the computer by collecting those already written by family
members.
9. Check for ordinance work completed on all generations and all family lines.
10. Research discrepancies in your pedigree.
11. Contact family members to find out where your family stands in the work. Offer to
research a family line or do a part of the work that interests you.
12. Organize your family by creating a family organization.
….To be continued…..watch for more ideas in the next magazine.
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Judson Family Message
Tonga Seely Titcomb

Dear Family,
Well, about six months ago I wrote my first article for the Tolman
Family Newsletter and I am sure learning about family history. I
wrote in that article that I was beginning on this journey of learning about family history and what would be required to help get
this done. My thoughts at that time were that I was going to
“kick a wild hog in the fanny”, By this saying, I meant I was going to start right out and just be “gung-ho” and get this all done in
a short amount of time. In thinking about this saying this morning, I was somewhat worried about my saying “kicking a wild
hog in the fanny” and wondering if someone would take offense
to it. So I called several people to ask them if it would be okay to say this. Well, in the conversations I had this morning, no one had ever heard this saying. Now being raised in
“Sanpete Country” we had all of these sayings and I heard them a lot. So I called someone
from Mt. Pleasant and they hadn’t heard it either. Needless to say, I have spent two hours
this morning trying to research this saying on the internet because now I want to know myself. So unless anyone out there in our families know about this, you will just have to take
my word for it. By the way, no one seemed upset about me putting it in so I hope no one is.
And I have spent far too many hours trying to research this crazy saying but I thought I
knew what I was trying to say. So onward and upward about family history.
I have now discovered that I haven’t “kicked” anything. I am discovering that even
“walking and walking slow at that is much, much harder than I had even anticipated. I am
finding if each one of us would be given this responsibility even for a couple of months, we
would be so much better at working on our family history. It is a real NOPENER!!! And
for those I have contacted, they have been great. I am starting with the living family on all
the dates of Aunt Winnie Tolman Anderson. Her dates on herself and Uncle Homer Anderson, her husband, are done as far as I can tell but I need to get all of the dates up to our date
on all of her immediate family. (If any of Winnie and Homer Anderson families are reading
this, P L E A S E contact me and all others on the Judson Line.)
It is really an honor to be asked to help with this. I feel like a sponge just wanting to soak
up more and more with each meeting I attend. Hopefully, now that the summer reunions,
weddings, campouts, etc. are winding down I am really going to take off and get this important work done.
I so love our family. I feel that each of you feel the same way. So I am hoping we will all
work harder and more diligently to get this work up to date. Remember, it’s NEVER
DONE!!!! We are always adding more and more to our families and that is a good thing.
Love, Tonga S. Titcomb
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Benjamin Family Message
Dawnine Tolman Mills Johnson

Dear Benjamin Hewitt Tolman Cousins.
First, I want to thank any of you cousins who have taken the time
to send in family histories to the Tolman organization. It is nice to see
some histories from Benjamin’s ancestors.
I was reading an Article by Keith B. McMullin, Second Counselor in the Presiding Bishopric, which he gave in November 2002,
“Come to Zion! Come to Zion!” He brought up a universal challenge
for many people: having enough time to do everything that needs doing. “Among those who
have few resources, the need is for more time to secure the necessities of life. Among those
who have sufficient, the need is for more time to attend to the niceties of life. The challenge is
daunting because time is fixed; man can neither lengthen out the day nor extend the year. The
world is the culprit. As the world grapples with more efficient ways of managing time, it lures
us into more and more earthly pursuits. But life is not a struggle with time—it is a struggle between good and evil.”
To me this makes sense. How many times do I tell myself, “I sure wish I had more
time, to get everything done.” Now, I need to make myself stop and think instead what good
can I do with what time I’ve been given. Maybe I need to take better care of my time and do
more good for others after I’ve taken care of my needs.
As I am using some of my time to work on Benjamin Hewitt Tolman’s history, I, at
times, get really frustrated because I don’t have the resources (journals, pictures, etc.) that were
available for the other two brothers’ books. But that doesn’t mean that learning about his short
life is any less important to his posterity. In his short time on this earth he left a legacy of hard
work, faith, and family that we should know about and celebrate. He had been taught early the
importance of hard work. He had faith to leave his parents along with his brothers to move
from Iowa to Nauvoo, Illinois, to be baptized and join the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints. By choosing to go and be with his brothers, he knew the importance and strength that
comes from family. I don’t have any information about when he got married and what they did
when they had the three little children, but I’m sure he loved his wife and his children very
much, and, like us parents of today, wanted the very best for them. It had to have been hard on
his wife and the children, when his time on earth was cut short. But, we know it was important
enough for him to come to his brother in a dream to make sure his wife and children were
sealed to him for time and for all eternity.
So I leave you with this challenge-- think more about what good we can all do with what time
we’ve been given. Take care of the important things in your lives and use more time for good.
I hope we can realize we had some amazing ancestors and that heritage is ours and can’t be
taken away.
Dawnine M Johnson
Vice President, Benjamin Hewitt Tolman Line
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Cyrus Family Message
Kristie Tolman Pitts

Message From Kristie Tolman Pitts
Vice President of the Cyrus Tolman Family Line

September 1, 2010
Dear Cousins,
I hope you had a productive summer and that a part of that summer included some
family activities that strengthened the bonds that are so important to tying our families
together both here and hereafter. An important part of family history work is to labor
for the salvation of the living as well as the dead. Summer offers an opportunity to hold
family reunions, or participate in family getaways that provide time to enjoy each
other’s company and to renew or forge family relationships that tie us together with
those we love. Hopefully, this last summer has provided some of those choice experiences for each of you.
For the first time this past August, our immediate family including our four children,
their spouses, and our twelve grandchildren rented a cabin in Heber city to spend several uninterrupted days together. Everyone shared their awesome cooking skills, battled
to win the big ping pong tournament, played games with cousins, shot the BB gun,
watched movies, went for walks, played in the dirt, collected wildflowers, and generally
relaxed. We even celebrated three family member birthdays with presents and cake.
One evening, we enjoyed a family history activity where we shared stories about my
parent’s lives that had been illustrated on card stock paper by my children when they
were young. The grandchildren not only enjoyed hearing about their great grandparents
lives, but they loved seeing the primitive interpretive drawings their parents had made of
each event. Even the smallest children seemed mesmerized during the stories. The location was not exotic, or luxurious, but some great memories were made, children were
kissed and read to, the family prayed together, and good natured fun was shared. Happily, these are the kinds of experiences that bind generations together.
The coming holiday season again offers opportunities for us to be together with family, to honor and create family traditions, and to demonstrate that family is at the center
of our quest for joy and happiness. Significant activities don’t have to be expensive or
time intensive in terms of preparation. They just have to be heartfelt, and provide a time
and place to make tender memories.
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Is your family tree up to date? Does it need some trimming? Do you know where all
the branches lead and who they belong to? How deep are your roots on your family
tree? Do you know who your roots are and where they came from? How well is your
family tree growing? If you don’t know the answers to these questions, then you need
to become more involved in our Thomas Tolman Family Organization. You can do this
by attending family meetings, paying your yearly dues of only $25.00, helping do research at the Family History Library or by sending in your current family group sheets
so your family records are up to date and accurate.
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Tolman Family Activities
Tyson Lovell (age 15) son of Sheri and Duane Lovell and
great grandson of William and Opal Tolman, (Judson and
Cyrus lines) won the 400 meter race and the high jump
event in the Northwest School District in the State of
Washington this past season.

ORDINATION
Nikolas Eric Hatch
was ordained a Deacon
in the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day
Saints, Sunday, August
29, 2010, by his uncle,
Jaren Thomas Tolman. Nik is the son
of Chris Tolman Hatch and oldest
grandchild of Tom & Carol Tolman of
Bountiful, Utah. Nik is from the
Judson Tolman line.
Left—Right: Jaren Thomas Tolman, Nathan Eric
Tolman, Nikolas Eric Hatch, Thomas B. Tolman

BAPTISM
Judson Curtis Tolman
was baptized a member of the Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints,
Saturday, September 4, 2010, by his
father, Nathan Eric Tolman. Judson is
the son of Nathan & Angie Tolman of
Logan, Utah and grandson of Tom &
Carol Tolman of Bountiful, Utah.
Judson is named after his 4th great
grand father, Judson Tolman.
Judson Curtis Tolman, Nathan Eric Tolman
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Tolman Family Happenings
OBITUARIES

Mary Cecil Johnson 1921 ~ 2010
Mary Cecil Barrus Johnson, born on
November 7, 1921, passed away on
September 5th, 2010 of causes incident
to age. Beloved mother, grandmother,
great-grandmother, sister, aunt, and
friend, Mary Cecil's quick wit and fearless personality will be missed by everyone who knew her. Although small in
stature, Mary's capacity for love and enthusiasm for life were enormous. She was married to the love of her life, Dr. Wallace Johnson
on September 6th, 1946. The two settled in Tooele, Utah where
they started a family and contributed greatly to the local community their entire lives. Mary was dedicated to her membership in
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints and passed on her
passion for learning and life to all five of her children, all of whom
served honorable missions for the church. Mary was a beautiful
person, inside and out. She was fashionable and had exquisite taste.
As youngsters, her grandchildren loved to play dress up and found
great novelty in their grandmother's collection of clothing and jewelry. Mary was especially attentive to her grandchildren and loved
to spoil them. She lived life to its' fullest in so many ways. She and
her sweetheart Wally had the opportunity to travel to China, Russia, and elsewhere in Europe. Although her life was rich with fascinating and rare experiences, it was evident that her greatest
achievement and source of joy was her family. Mary is survived by
her children, Wallace (Cindy), Scott (Valerie), Kevin (Melinda),
Cheryl (Arthur), and Roger (Patti), as well as 28 grandchildren and
11 great-grand-children, and by her sister Margene Kirk. She is
preceded in death by her dear husband, Dr. Wallace Johnson, her
sister Virginia Johnson Kimball, her brother Dean Barrus who was
killed in World War II, as well as her parents Orlando Tolman Barrus and Mary Cecil Adams Barrus. While we will miss our dear
Mary Cecil, we are grateful that she has the opportunity to reunite
with her friends and family that left this world before her. As family members, we are especially grateful for the Plan of Salvation
and the sealing power of the temple that allows our dear mother
and grandmother to now live with her loving companion for time
and all eternity. Services will be this Saturday, Sept. 11, 2010 at 11
a.m. at the LDS Chapel at 114 South 400 West in Orem, Utah, with
viewing prior to the service from 9:30 to 10:45 a.m. A graveside
service will be held at the Tooele Cemetery at approximately 2:30
p.m. that day.
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Tolman Family Activities
REUNIONS...
Emery and Martha Ann Tolman Barrus Reunion
Emery and Martha Ann Tolman Barrus Reunion by Roger C. Johnson, 2nd great
grandson of Cyrus Tolman and Margaret Eliza Utley
The descendants of Emery Barrus and Martha Ann Tolman met for a wonderful
reunion on August 19, 20 and 21, 2010 in Salt Lake City. The group met at the
chapel directly west of the Utah State Capital. In addition to good food and great
company, the group were favored with special presentations about their ancestors, and organized to gather genealogical information.
On Friday evening, the group listened to sister Dini Hansma, who is a very dedicated researcher who specializes in
Jewish Holocaust Genealogy. Sister Hansma collaborates closely with the Jewish community and shares her findings with them. She feels a strong attachment to the Jews of the Holocaust because of her childhood experiences
during World War II in Europe. Sister Hansma remembers tending two little Jewish toddlers. Suddenly, one day
they were gone. Their families had been taken to the camps.
Loraine Pace, genealogist for the Tolman organization and author of the Cyrus Tolman biography, presented a
synopsis of her Cyrus research. She wrote a special reader's theater on the three wives of Cyrus Tolman -- Lydia
Kasbeer, Alice Bracken and Margaret Eliza Utley, portrayed by Kelsey Lund, Kalleen Lund, and Linda Morgan
respectively. It was a touching portrayal of Cyrus’ wives. This was the highlight and culmination of events on
Friday evening.
On Saturday, August 21, the family met at the Family History Library on West Temple, where they received an
overview of new.familysearch. Then Loraine Pace explained how the Tolman research has progressed over the
years. She provided wonderful advise for organizing to effectively move forward on our Barrus and Tolman lines.
The group re-convened at the church for lunch and a marvelous presentation by Sister Maxine Rasmussen, author
of the biography of Freeman Nickerson, great grandfather of Emery Barrus. Martha wrote a fantastic portrayal of
Freeman's wife Hulda Chapman, born in 1780. Her one person show and gave us great insights into the life of
Grandma Hulda Chapman Nickerson.
At the pre-reunion events, cousins visited graves at the Salt Lake City, Grantsville and Tooele Cemeteries and
toured the Tooele DUP museum, which has a treasure trove of Barrus and Tolman photographs and documents.
The reunion concluded with a business meeting to organize and make the following decisions:
* Interview Training -- Jennifer Morgan presented a brief session on interviewing, so the group can effectively
record interviews for personal and family histories. She was also chosen to be the point person for organizing the
nucleus of researchers in the family.
* Nickerson reunion -- The descendants of Emery and Martha Ann Tolman Barrus will organize a reunion of the
Freeman and Hulda Nickerson descendants in June of 2012 in Nauvoo, Illinois.
* Monument to Freeman Nickerson -- At the Nickerson 2012 reunion, we will dedicate a monument to Freeman
Nickerson in the small town in Iowa, where he is buried.
* Monument at Cyrus and Margaret Eliza Utley home in Rush Valley -- The group will begin to collect money for
a fence and monument to be placed at the site of the home, in Rush Valley.
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JOIN THE THOMAS TOLMAN FAMILY ORGANIZATION TODAY!
Please examine the mailing label on this mailing. If any corrections are necessary, please indicate
on the slip below and return it to us. You will note a number in parentheses, i.e., (09) by your name which
indicates the most recent year in which you paid dues to the Family Organization. If no number appears, we
have no record of any payment from you for awhile.
WE REALLY NEED THE PARTICIPATION OF EVERYONE. If you have any questions, please call
or write to us at the family center. Thanks for your continued support of our family organization!

Cut along the dotted line and send in the information below with your dues and donations today.

Mail To:

Thank you very mu ch!

Name:_______________________________________

Thomas Tolman Family Organization
2937 South Orchard Drive
Bountiful, Utah 84010

Address:_____________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________
Phone: (____) ________________________________
E-Mail

2010 Membership ($25.00)
Other Donations
New Roof Fund
TOTAL REMITTANCE:

$_____
$_____
$______
$_____

____________________________________

Please indicate your family relationship:
Judson
( )
Cyrus
( )
Benjamin
( )
Other
( ) Who? ________________________
Also indicate your family ancestors:
Father or Mother____________________________________________
Grandfather / Grandmother____________________________________
Great-Grandfather/Mother_____________________________________

The roof on our Tolman Center home is over 35 years
old with 1-2 layers underneath and we need
to seriously look at re-doing the roof soon.

As the season to be giving is fast approaching, may we suggest you include some extra
donations to the Tolman Family Center so we can start building a “New Roof” fund. It
will be expensive to re-roof the entire house so please consider making a donation
along with your dues for the coming year. Also if there is anyone in the family that is a
contractor and can help get the job done at a better costs, please contact the family
14
center with information. We thank you for your help in this most urgent matter.

******************************************************************************
THOMAS TOLMAN FAMILY ORGANIZATION ORDER FORM - September 2010

******************************************************************************
(Please indicate the items you want, add up cost and postage, fill in bottom of the form, and mail
to Thomas Tolman Family Genealogy Center, 2937 S. Orchard Dr., Bountiful, Utah 84010)

1. Journals of Benjamin Tolman II, son of Benjamin (bro. to Cyrus & Judson) on CD (300+ pages, that
would be valuable to all Tolman pioneer descendants-available in Nov.) $15.00+ $1.50 postage.
2. Journals of Jaren Tolman, son of Judson & Sarah L. Holbrook Tolman, on CD (transcribed and edited,
265 pages of his life in Bountiful with his wives and children)
$15.00 +$1.50 postage.
3. NEW! (LIMITED OFFER) 1953 Edition Tolman-Mecham Book of Remembrance by L. DeVon
Mecham (lg. black book-14 copies) donated by the Verena B. Eyre Family $40.00 + $5.00 postage.
4. DVD-recording of dedication for the Tolman Genealogy Center. $10.00+$1.50 postage.
5. History of Judson Tolman, 3rd edition, hard bound, 252 pages by E. Dennis Tolman & Loraine
Tolman Pace. 94 pages added, including brief histories of children.
$28 + $3.00 postage.
6. History of Cyrus Tolman (1820): Hard bound, 168 pages of history and pictures of Cyrus, his
wives and children, who lived to maturity, by Loraine Tolman Pace.
$25 + $2.50 postage.
7. 100-Year Anniversary History: Compiled from minutes of family meetings, letters, magazines
and newsletters, journals and pictures of the Tolman Family from 1903 to 2003. 321 pages,
by Loraine Tolman Pace. Every family should know their history!
$25.00 + $3.95 postage.
8. CD of 1950s/1960's Tolman-Mecham Book of Remembrance, which sold originally for $80:
This is the black book compiled and published by L. DeVon Mecham. It is now available on CD,
searchable, printable and compatible for today’s research.
$15.00 + $2.00 postage.
9. Joseph Holbrook’s Journal, typed and edited by Mabel F. & Ward C. Holbrook. 124 pages
with entries on Judson and their families as they came west in 1848.
$13.00 + $1.50 postage.
10. Thomas Brigg’s Journal: 112 pages abridged from his original journals, including many experiences
with Judson and Jaren Tolman. Jaren married two of Brigg’s daughters. $13.00 + $1.50 postage.
11. 3" blue binders with family crest in black-great for organizing histories. $6.00 + $2.50 postage.
12. Joseph Holbrook’s Journal with hand written and typed text side by side. It is now
available on CD. In book form it sold for $45.
$19.00 + $1.00 postage.

13. 2010 Membership dues for the Thomas Tolman Family Organization: $25.00 a year
Total
Name:

Phone: (

Address:

Tolman-line parent:

grandparent:
2ggparent:

)

great grandparent:
3ggparent:

Email

http://thomas.tolmanfamily.org
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